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Money and Credit 

Economists have always had difficulty distinguishing money from credit.  The most frequent attempt 

classifies money as something that has intrinsic market value that can be used as an intermediary to 

solve the problem of the double coincidence of wants or magnitudes. It can be held over time to 

conserve value between the search for matching counterparties. Credit is defined as the promise to 

provide whatever is the defined “money” today for restitution at some future date.  

Thus, money is the intermediary that allows the exchange of goods to money to other goods, while 

credit is the provision of money today against the return of money tomorrow. While money produces a 

loss of utility without recompense, the loss of use in the latter exchange usually requires the payment of 

a fee called interest that causes a divergence in the relative value of present and future money.  

Of course, the fact that virtually since the beginning of history the intermediary used in actual exchange 

has taken the form of something without intrinsic value, such as paper notes or entries on a bank’s 
account book, recreates the problem. Since these fiduciary or fiat money substitutes are also considered 

as promises or pledges to return “money” in future, they look much like credit instruments. 

In an attempt to ensure, or better reassure the holders of paper, that the pledge to return money is 

credible, most government have imposed regulations on banks requiring them to hold physical “money” 
reserves as evidence of their ability to meet their promise to return the money borrowed in future. 

However, the same problem is resurrected when these “good faith” reserves take the form of paper 

liabilities issued by governments, and the reliability of the promise is shifted in part to the public sector. 

The requirement of US government bonds to be held as reserves for national bank notes is the more 

evident example. 

However, since a bank’s reserves – whether due to regulation or good practice – were never more than 

a small fraction of the credit liabilities that they issue in the form of notes or deposit credits, it has 

become normal to consider the government’s liabilities as representing “money”, and the bank’s 

liabilities as representing “credit” backed by central bank liabilities, issued against government liabilities. 

However, it should be clear that one might search in vain for a physical money commodity of value as 

the reserves available to support the pledge to redeem credit.  

Indeed government money usually states on the face of the note that it may be redeemed … for 
another, similar, paper liability, and credit is therefore always redeemed by another credit – not by 

“money”. This explains the call to return the global financial system to its original division, by returning 

to a gold standard for money, a condition that paradoxically it is almost impossible to find in the 

historical record. Indeed, history suggests that most “credit” instruments were means of avoiding or 

conserving the use of gold or physical commodities as money.  
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Nonetheless, there is a fundamental difference between holding a credit on the government or central 

bank, and a credit on a private bank. As Minsky has noted, anyone can issue an IOU, which is a liability. 

The real problem is to get someone to accept it as a credit to be used as a means of payment.  

The answer is discovered in the fact that a credit always extinguishes a debt. If I have a debt to the 

government, say because I have to pay a fine or meet a tax bill, then I need a credit on the government 

to extinguish it. If the only way this can occur is by accepting a government IOU then I will seek to 

acquire one, usually though the sale of goods or services to the government.  

The same reasoning applies to a bank’s liabilities. If I borrow from a bank, I have a liability to the bank 

that I can extinguish by acquiring a credit on the bank. In each case, the demand to hold the liability as a 

credit is generated by the need to acquire that same liability to extinguish a liability to the bank  

Now, the government or the central bank can issue any amount of liabilities, which can be used by the 

public as credits to redeem its liabilities to the government. This is because the government can 

autonomously set the amount of the payments that the public has to make in the form of credits on the 

government at the appropriate level.  

This is not the case for banks. While it is true that just as in the case of the government, there is no limit 

on the amount of credit that can be created; this is not the case when bank credit must be backed by 

reserves.  

In a multiple unit banking system, the credits issued by any one bank may be transferred to any other 

bank in the system, requiring the transfer of the pro rata portion of reserves. However, unlike the 

government, a bank cannot use its own liabilities to meet the transfers. It must use its reserves of 

“money” – either gold or government liabilities, which it cannot create at will.   

While the bank’s ability to create private credit is unlimited, its reserve holdings are not. Any question 

about a single bank’s ability to meet its pledge to redeem its liabilities by transfer of reserves, i.e. 

money, will thus lead to “deposit drain”, and then a “bank run” in which its clients transfer to other 

banks more credits than the bank’s holding of reserves backing them 

Since historically reserves have seldom been higher than 10-15% of bank note or deposit liabilities, this 

can occur quite rapidly. If doubts of solvency spread to other banks, eventually the run extends to the 

entire system, and there is a financial crisis and economic collapse, because the economy must then 

survive on the 15% of reserves of government money – no one being willing to hold insolvent banks’ 
liabilities.  

This is the instability of a fractional reserve banking system, but it should be obvious that this is not 

necessarily due to malfeasance or malpractice on the part of the bankers. It is simply due to the 

organization of the financial system around multiple unit fractional reserve banks. 

As a counterfactual, note that if there were only a single bank in the economy there cannot be a deposit 

drain – since there is no other bank. There cannot therefore be a bank run since there is no other bank 

to run to. All transfers of accounts are simply debits and credits within the single bank.  
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Here the bank simply operates as an intermediary between borrowers and lenders. Since in this case 

there is a debt for every credit, it is impossible for the client not to be able to make a payment because 

of a lack of reserves, since every debit is backed by a credit from some other client.  

With the single bank, there are only two possibilities if for some reason there is a loss of confidence in 

the pledge of the bank.  

If there is management malfeasance there may be a flight to government currency, or a flight to convert 

bank credit into commodities. It is easy to see that these are the same thing since the seller of 

commodities requires a credit in exchange, and if there is a run from the bank this can only be 

accomplished by acquiring government credits.  

If there is a loss of faith in a government’s credit, say because the prices of commodities rise 

precipitously and there is hyperinflation, it is possible to have a flight to foreign government credits 

through exports of goods and services (financial flows would not be possible since presumably no 

foreign resident would accept a government’s liabilities if its own citizens were unwilling to do so). For 

this reason, financial crises are often accompanied by exchange rate crises. As noted, this situation could 

be resolved by government or a central bank using its ability to create unlimited credit. This is what is 

called the lender of last resort function, in which government credits are exchanged for bank credits on 

a one for one basis, leaving total credit unchanged. In such a situation, the single private bank would 

simply disappear, leaving only a government central bank.  
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Money and Credit as Balance Sheet Networks 

It is perhaps more instructive to evaluate the relationship between money and credit in terms of 

payment networks and balance sheets 

A multiunit banking system is a series of overlapping local networks, representing the payments matrix 

of its local clients. As long as payments – that is the creation and cancellation of debts by credits- are  

between clients in the same bank network, they are simply balance sheet transactions that do not 

require money or credit   

If I pay Paul for wood to construct a chickencoop, the bank debits my account and credits Paul for the 

same amount. If I do not have money in my account, the bank will advance it to me against my promise 

to repay with a credit from someone else who is a client of the bank. I now have a debit and the bank 

has a credit. If I sell eggs from the chickens living in the new chicken coop to Paul, he gets a debt and I 

get a credit, which I use to cancel my debt to the bank.  

As long as the transactions remain in the local bank network, the debits always match the credits. Once 

banks figured this out they also recognized that gold or money were not needed for the system to 

finance exchange and payments – just a bookkeeper, keeping track of credits and debits! 

However, problems arise if Paul is in a different bank network, say in another town.  The credit in my 

bank is useless to Paul if he has debits to clients in his own bank that is in another network; just as his 

credits in his bank are useless to me if he wants to buy my eggs since my bank’s clients have no use for 

credits for another network.
1
  

It is the cross network interbank payments that cause “deposit drain”, and require a means of payment 

that is acceptable to both networks to avoid it. One way to do this is to create a clearing house in which 

cross border payments are periodically matched or netted, with any residual settled with an external 

asset acceptable to both, or via a system of metacredits, which carry over the payment imbalances. This 

was a role originally played by gold, which was eventually displaced by government liabilities to provide 

the reserves necessary to make net settlement.  

In the example above a financial system with a single bank network has all its payments within its client 

network and thus does not have to worry about holding reserves as a residual settlement asset. It can 

always make good on its own commitments, without having to hold physical evidence of its ability to 

meet commitments.  

This single network system could provide all the transactions necessary for private sector activity. It is a 

system without “money” as defined above, or better – it is a system in which money is created with the 

opening of credits via accounting entries in the accounts of clients against their debts. That is, by the 

simple act of matching debit and credit entries. There is therefore no need for government “money” or 

reserves to finance exchange in this system.  

                                                           
1
 This indeed used to be the case in the US when a bank would not accept in payment a cheque on another bank! 

Once the Federal Reserve was set up one of its first acts was to impose par clearing on cheques from unit banks, 

creating the basis for the interbank settlement system and Fedwire. 
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A government could engage in economic activity in such a system by opening accounts with the single 

bank against its own debts, in order to procure goods and services to provide to the public. This is 

effectively what happens today, except that the government deals with its own bank network – the 

central  bank. Thus, if the government did not want its activity limited by a private institution, it could 

offer its own liabilities to the public in exchange for goods and services.  

Why would the public accept them if they cannot be used to extinguish debt at a local bank? The answer 

as noted above is that the government may force the public to hold them by specifying that penalties, 

fees or taxes can only be paid by rendering the government its own liabilities. The public then has to sell 

goods and services to the government to acquire the government liability notes, which can be returned 

to the government to pay the tax.  

In this case there are two, independent, financial networks. Individuals have accounts in the private 

network, with debts and credits generated by decisions to create income-earning assets; and in the 

government network – generated by government decisions to provide public services, with goods 

furnished by purchases made with government liabilities, and rendered to meet the tax liabilities 

impressed on the public. 

Similar reasoning holds on the international level. If there are no trade relations with other countries, 

there are independent networks that serve foreign private residents and governments. However, as 

soon as there is trade, debit and credits will be created to residents in different networks and a netting 

or clearing mechanism will be required.  

The network that developed historically was a foreign exchange market, in which banks matched 

domestic residents with credits on foreign residents they could not use (exporters), with domestic 

residents that had a need to access foreign network credits they did not have in order to meet debts 

payable to foreign residents (importers). The exchange rate being the price at which the foreign credits 

were exchanged for domestic credits. In the case of any net imbalance not eliminated by rate changes, a 

settlement asset acceptable across both networks was required.  

In the absence of a global government liability to make settlement across international payments 

network imbalances, another solution had to be found. This is the role that gold played in the 

international system until the 20
th

 century (although in fact it was seldom used – as in domestic 

transactions bankers quickly found a way to use debits and credits to eliminate the need to actually ship 

gold across networks).  

Under the more recent Bretton Woods system, countries hold foreign currency balances or quotas in 

the IMF – which is supposed to play lender of last resort, since it can arrange borrowing required to 

match settlement needs in the currencies of any of its members. 

The domestic private and government networks only intersect when a multibank system uses 

government/central bank liabilities to make net settlement across independent private bank networks. 

They both overlap with the networks of foreign nations when there are trade and financial flows. 

However, it is also true that in the absence of trade, a (the) single bank private system could operate 

independently, or in the absence of, both government and foreign networks.     
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Thus to return to the question of what distinguishes money and credit. The network of accounting 

entries operated by the financial system creates credits, and can do so without money – or better, as a 

substitute for “money” as previously defined. However, for settlement of imbalances across networks, a 

liability that is not created by an activity within the activity of the clients in the network is required, and 

this settlement asset may be considered as “money”.  

In a private multibank national system, this is usually the government liability, and this produces the 

intersection of the private and public payments networks. At the international level, trade and payments 

imbalances produce intersection of national networks, but since there is no global government liability 

this role has been played by gold, or by an institution such as the IMF.  

 

Note that the need for “money” or settlement assets across networks can always be resolved by a 

metaclearing system, using a notional unit of account such as proposed by Keynes in his Clearing Union 

scheme, or Schumacher’s multilateral clearing system.2
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Keynes, J. M. 1980a. “Activities 1940–1944: Shaping the Post-War World: The Clearing Union.” In D. E. Moggridge 

(ed.), The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes, Vol. 25. London: Macmillan. 

Schumacher, E. F. 1943. “Multilateral Clearing.” Economica 10(38): 150–65. 
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WM as a single world bank network 

Against this background, consider the WM system. Although the principal telephony business of WM is 

the global transmission of text and audio messaging, its complex system structures are easily extended 

to the management and transmission of its clients’ financial transactions messaging. It is thus able to 

provide its global telephony clients with a full range of financial services.3  

Since it operates indifferently across national boundaries, accepting credits in all national currencies for 

all global residents, it is the equivalent of a global single bank payments network, represented by the 

closed loop member only system.  It can thus operate without the need for a physical or notional means 

of settlement of imbalances. It neither needs, nor creates, “money” as a settlement asset or to provide 

evidence of its pledge, nor does it need to intersect with government networks.   

Yet, as currently configured, it intersects with clients’ commercial bank systems in all countries, since 

credits within its system are created via transfers from national commercial bank networks. The ability 

to create credit is therefore constrained by the intersection with national commercial bank networks.  

While this model is not subject to deposit drain, as a limiting case scenario to test this assertion – i.e. the 

analysis of a theoretical but unlikely possibility – consider the results of a decision by all WM clients to 

simultaneously use the WM refund transfer function to debit their accounts of all their balances. Even in 

this extreme case, WM would not become insolvent, and it could always meet its pledge; it would simply 

return to being a pure mobile telephone service provider.  

This raises the opposite question of the maximum potential expansion of WM as a network payments 

system. This analysis has to confront a paradox. The more rapid its expansion, the more rapid the 

transfer of clients’ credits from their domestic private commercial banking systems to WM. The more is 

transferred, the lower the potential for further expansion, since this process sets the commercial 

banking systems’ credit multiplier operating in reverse - because commercial banks’ reserves are now 

being transferred to WM, which does not engage in credit expansion. Since WM is not a debtor of the 

commercial banking system the credit expansion of the commercial banking system will be curtailed, 

and in a sense, WM will become a snake eating its own tail.  

 

What is the limit of this expansion? Growth must come to a halt when all commercial bank credit 

worldwide has been transferred to WM’s commercial bank account, and WM would become the 

equivalent of the world’s single commercial bank. However, as noted above this means that there will 

be a substantial decline in overall credit creation – unless WM decides to engage in fractional reserve 

credit creation in the private sector. This means that the continued existence and expansion of the WM 

system will have two implications. 

 

 

                                                           
3
  Cf.; http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf   

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf  

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/pn_21_1.pdf
http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp_982.pdf
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The first is that WM’s expansion will eventually lead to it becoming the world’s single global bank 

network, whence it will have displaced the entire global commercial banking network. This means that 

both the top up voucher system and the refund provisions become redundant – there are no longer 

credits to come in and there is no need for them to go out. Thus continued growth will depend on 

substituting credit created within the WM network for the commercial bank creation of credit.  

 

The next question is then to determine the form of credit creation and the time frame of its 

introduction.  

 

It is already possible for WM – as a Mobile Telephony Provider – to create trade credit via the extension 

of credit to its prepaid telephone account members (“IOU” credit) in line with this standard practice 
among mobile telephony companies. Moreover, as WM is a Members-Only Closed-Loop system, the 

amount of “IOU” credit that it extends is limited only by WM’s own internal risk management 
assessments.  

 

However, this is not the only potential solution to this situation. 

It is also possible for WM to phase in a complementary service to the current crediting of WM accounts 

– by top up vouchers, inward bank transfers or deposits via the payment gateway – by creating and 

providing WM account credit to WM Members, against the transfer by WM Members to WM of the 

right to disposition of Members’ real assets. A sort of collateralized lending.  

Since WM is a purely digital and electronic system, this might be achieved by means of creating smart 

contracts governing the disposition of real assets used as collateral. This creates the possibility of all 

types of lending from auto to mortgage loans. 

The transfer of rights to disposition (for evidence of ownership, etc) via smart contract could be easily 

implemented by means of an automated process, similar to WM’s current automated KYC 

documentation provision process.  

These smart contracts could be held in a trading environment within the WM Closed-Loop Members-

Only System, in which they could be borrowed or lent, or realized in the case of nonpayment via the 

PP2P WM process currently used for its currency swaps. If the collateral is composed of financial assets, 

auction markets similar to those used in electronic equity exchanges, would augment WM’s liquidity on 

the collateral pledged.  

Such a system would also provide a substantial increase in liquidity in the global economic system – of 

far greater potential that was generated by the securitization of the housing stock in the subprime 

boom. It would also be much more stable than the fractional reserve creation of credit via the global 

commercial banking system, since the collateral coverage ratio would probably be much higher than the 

standard reserve requirement. It is important to note that this will also open up an additional line of 

earnings in the form of interest on lending, which would take the form of additional credits to WM’s 

account.  
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It is not clear a priori what principles should be followed in determining interest rate policy, because 

WM is in a position to set these rates itself. Initially it might be set by reference to the average of 

standard commercial rates in local markets, but eventually it will likely become the dominant reference 

rate.  

Finally, and most simply, as has been the case since the inception of giro or clearing banks, it is possible 

for WM to simply increase the credit balances of its Members as is done with traditional signature loans. 

As long ago as Adam Smith, it was argued that any excessive increase in liquidity created in this way 

would be drained off in foreign lending or imports, but since WM is a global system – there is no 

external sector to absorb this liquidity.  

As noted above, the expansion of the WM system, and the decisions to introduce the various possible 

channels of credit creation, will require a clearly specified transfer timeline. As the size of the WM 

network and the concomitant introduction of WM’s internal credit creation grows, the requirement for 

inward transfers by Members to WM by top up vouchers, bank transfers and payment gateways will 

become less and less important, and the collateral-based internal credit transfers to Members by WM 

(and thereafter between Members on WM) more important.  

Concomitantly, WM’s Refund Transfer and SCRM exits will become less and less necessary, as well as 

becoming disadvantageous to WM because they would allow for competing systems to free ride on 

internal WM credit creation. Thus, there will be some point in the evolution of WM’s credit expansion, 

determined by the size of the network, when the exits of external transfers via Refund Transfer and 

SCRM will preferably be closed.
4
 

When financial economists in the 19
th

 century suggested that banks could create money (i.e. via 

fractional reserve deposit banking), most vehemently denied this possibility. The individual bankers 

believed that whatever they took in on deposit they lent to borrowers, and it was used to make 

payments to clients of other banks — deposit drain.  However, they failed to note that while their 

argument  might be true for an individual bank, it was not true for the system as a whole. Paradoxically, 

despite the initial resistance, today few can conceive of credit creation in any other way than fractional 

reserve deposit banking.  

As a result there may be scepticism or misunderstanding about the ability of the WM system as 

described to create credit –even though it is clear that it is equivalent to a single world bank as noted 

above –since it is not a traditional commercial bank 

Thus, at some point in the expansion process, and to ease the acceptance of the introduction of WM’s 
credit creation abilities, it may be prudent for WM to quell misunderstandings of those unfamiliar with 

the financial innovation process by creating a banking subsidiary.  

 

                                                           
4
 https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-and-why-to-apply-for-your-scrm/   

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-a-refund-transfer/  

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-and-why-to-apply-for-your-scrm/
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/how-to-do-a-refund-transfer/
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While this would not be necessary to satisfy regulatory or operational requirements, nor for WM’s credit 

creation – and  as such could perhaps be described as a form of Potemkin
5
 Bank – its major purpose 

would be to satisfy the belief of those without acquaintance with WM’s existing capacity that only 

commercial banks are able to create credit. Moreover, while such a subsidiary would be subject to 

banking regulations and reserve requirements, it would not in fact be required for WM’s network credit 

creation.  

Another point is that while China currently appears in the vanguard of the transition to a purely or 

largely digital payments system, in many countries there is a stubborn resistance to the elimination of 

cash, at the very least for menue transactions. Currently WM’s SCRM Machines meet this need for cash 

refunds internationally. However, it is one of WM’s alternative refund transfer mechanisms that will 

eventually become redundant and should – once the WM network credit extension reaches ubiquitous 

use levels – only be made available in limited circumstances. This is also a requirement that could be 

attended to by a WM subsidiary of a Potemkin type commercial bank.  

If it were decided to establish a Potemkin type bank subsidiary by WM, the easiest means of transition 

would probably be to transition the current WM banking relationship from its current external 

commercial banking providers into WM’s own chartered bank subsidiary. As noted, the end point of the 

process, WM – directly or via its own chartered bank subsidiary – would in effect hold all the world’s 
deposit credits.  

Thus instead of inward transfers by bank transfer, top up vouchers or payment gateway payments going 

to the WM account at its external commercial bank service provider, they would go to client balance 

sheets in the WM System, as held by WM’s own chartered bank subsidiary. The consideration here is 

that at the end of the transition, it would become the systems’ single account, and, therefore, largely, 

the world’s single system of account or single bank. It is unclear what the political and commercial 

repercussions of this would be. 

This is a similar situation to that which already exists in terms of the WM Top-Up Voucher system – 

combined with its Currency Conversion, Currency Swap, ICLM Transfer and Currency Wallets facilities – 

which together already provide all the features of national or international Central Bank Digital Currency 

(CBDCs), whether introduced at either the inter central bank or retail level. Indeed, the WM system 

provides the equivalent of Keynes’s proposed Bancor, without requiring the introduction of an 

international currency. 

The current distribution and implementation of this potential of the WM system has allowed the 

creation of these possibilities as a complement to the current global commercial and central banking 

systems, and without infringing on central bank or national monetary policy sovereignty – and the WM 

system is already fully operational worldwide. Since there is not yet full recognition of the implication of 

the further extension of the WM system to autonomous credit creation, the potential political and 

commercial repercussions are impossible to predict.  

                                                           
5
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/potemkin  

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/potemkin
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Nevertheless, in respect of the further expansion of WM along its natural evolution to becoming the 

global equivalent of a single network system of payment – or “single world bank” as mentioned in the 

introduction – it is clear that the final stage of this transition implies the elimination of the previously 

mentioned network constraints at both the domestic and international levels, and the elimination of any 

need for reserves to provide settlement across systems.  

In this scenario, although governments will remain as the providers of government “money” in the form 
of cash and notes, and each national system will retain its domestic government cash and currency unit, 

they may lose some sovereignty over some aspects of monetary and fiscal policy. However, this is 

already the case with free international capital flows, and is therefore not a new development.  


